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ABSTRACT A key problem in wireless mesh networks is forwarding packets to/from one or more gateways
with connectivity to the Internet. In this respect, a short link schedule, which determines the transmission
time of links, is critical. To date, existing link schedulers do not consider routers that incorporate advances
in multiple input multiple output communications, i.e., interference cancellation and spatial multiplexing.
In particular, these routers are able to transmit or receive distinct packets on all their links concurrently
as well as deliver multiple packets to a neighbor simultaneously. To this end, we consider the problem of
deriving a time divisionmultiple access schedule that forwards packets to their respective destination quickly.
We first consider the personalized broadcast problem, which assumes a single gateway and present Algo-PB,
a solution that produces a schedule that is within 34.5% of the lower bound, and is 45.5% shorter than those
computed by the state-of-the-art algorithms. We then extend the problem to consider multiple gateways.
This so-called forest construction problem is modeled as an integer linear program (ILP). We then outline
Algo-FC, a novel heuristic that generates a balanced forest by repeatedly picking a node from the heaviest
tree and migrating it to another tree if doing so reduces the overall load. Experiment results show that the
resulting forest generated by Algo-FC is within 9.1% of the ILP solution.
INDEX TERMS Link scheduler, integer linear program (ILP), NP-complete, multiple gateways,
balanced tree.
I. INTRODUCTION
Wireless Mesh Networks (WMNs) are ideal for use in
enterprises, campuses, metro and rural areas. They serve as
an easy-to-setup multi-hop wireless backbone that allows
applications to upload/download data to/from one or more
gateways with connectivity to the Internet. Hence, it is critical
that a gateway delivers buffered packets to their respective
receiver or mesh router quickly. Conversely, it is important
that wireless mesh routers send buffered packets, which have
been uploaded by clients, to a gateway promptly. Hence,
deriving a link activation schedule that ensures high through-
put is important. Figure 1(a) shows an example schedule.
The nodes marked s1 and s2 are gateways. Assume s1 has
one packet to deliver to all non-gateway nodes. Moreover,
each node can only transmit one packet at a time. We see that
a Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) schedule of five
slots is used to deliver all packets.
Deriving such a schedule is equivalent to solving the per-
sonalized broadcast problem [1]. Briefly, consider an arbi-
trary tree rooted at a gateway. Each node has a set of packets
FIGURE 1. Forest and personalized broadcast schedule. (a) Single tree
and schedule. (b) Multiple trees and schedule.
buffered at the gateway. The aim is to derive a collision-free
link schedule to transfer these packets to their receiver in
the shortest possible time or makespan. We emphasize that
‘personalized broadcast’ refers to the fact that the packets
to be delivered are unique and has a designated destination.
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Fundamentally, it is different from the traditional broadcast
scheduling problem [2] where all nodes receive the same
packet from a gateway. As an aside, the authors of [1] have
shown that the personalized broadcast problem is equivalent
to the data collection or data gathering problem. In particular,
we can ‘‘reverse’’ any schedule derived for the personalized
broadcast problem and use it for data collection/gathering.
That is, links activated in the first, second and subsequent
slots in the personalized broadcast schedule are activated last,
second last and so forth time slots [3]. Given this fact, we only
need to consider deriving a link schedule for packets flowing
in one direction.
In general, we need to consider multiple gateways. We call
this the forest construction problem. To see the advantages of
multiple gateways, reconsider Figure 1. Using both s1 and s2,
we see that the schedule length or makespan reduces to
three slots; see Figure 1(b). Observe that the time to deliver all
packets is determined by the personalized broadcast schedule
with the longest makespan.
To date, there are several link schedulers or Medium
Access Control (MAC) protocols that aim to minimize
the length of a data collection or personalized broadcast
schedule [3]–[7]. In [4], the authors analyze the lower bound
for line, multiline and tree topologies and derive the optimal
data collection time. The authors of [5] analyze the theoretical
lower bound for data collection in line and tree topologies and
propose a data collection algorithm for binary tree topologies
that achieves the lower bound. In [6], the authors study the
fast data collection problem in duty-cycled wireless sensor
networks. They first propose a centralized algorithm that
achieves the optimal data collection time; i.e., in the non-
duty-cycled case. They then propose a distributed algorithm
to generate a minimal data collection schedule. The authors
of [3] study the data gathering problemwith multi-directional
antennas. They give an algorithm to construct a schedule for
tree topologies. Moreover, they consider nodes with more
than one packet and no buffer. The authors in [7] study the
fast data collection problem in tree-based wireless sensor
networks. They propose two data scheduling algorithms to
generate a minimal data collection schedule. The first algo-
rithm considers the case where each node generates data
periodically and data is aggregated by parent nodes. The
second algorithm considers one-shot data collection, which
means the generated schedule is only used once.
With regards to generating a balanced forest, we are only
aware of a fewworks. In [8], the authors propose a distributed
load balancing algorithm that ensures each gateway has equal
number of nodes. The algorithm in [9] considers the average
queue length and expected availability of gateways. In [10],
the authors propose a distributed forest construction approach
to create a ‘‘top-load balanced forest’’. This is a forest where
the set of links connected to gateways have similar traffic
load. We note that the forest construction problem is similar
to the load-balanced routing problem [11], [12]. In [11], each
gateway monitors its queue length and notifies associated
nodes to look for an alternative gateway if its queue length
exceeds a given threshold. The authors of [12] maximize
network utilization by balancing the traffic load between
gateways. They first find a set of paths that maximize the
normalized bandwidth allocation of nodes. Then they employ
the single-source unsplittable flow algorithm from [13] to
extract one path for each node from the generated paths.
Different from these works, we consider a fundamen-
tally different communication model; in contrast, prior works
assume nodes have an omni-directional or directional antenna
that only afford one data transmission/reception at a time.
In our case, routers are able to transmit or receive from their
neighbors simultaneously over the same frequency [14]. This
ability, called multiple transmit or receive (MTR), can be
achieved via Multi-User Multiple Input and Multiple Out-
put (MIMO) [15] technology. That is, as routers have mul-
tiple antennas, due to spatial multiplexing, they can transmit
multiple data streams to different neighbors [16]. Moreover,
they can dedicate some streams to the same neighbor; we refer
to this ability as link upgrade. A key constraint, however, is
that a node must not transmit and receive concurrently, so
called no-tx-rx or half-duplex constraint. Moreover, nodes
have finite number of antennas. This means we need to
consider whether to upgrade a link at the expense of reducing
the number of neighbors that a router can transmit to. Lastly,
we will have to use some antenna elements to null nearby
interfering transmissions.
Given MTR routers, in this paper, we aim to address
the personalized broadcast problem by deriving a schedule
that allows nodes to transmit/receive packets to/from their
neighbors. In addition, when appropriate, a node dedicates
multiple antennas to boost the number of packets delivered to
a neighbor. We also seek to construct a forest that minimizes
the longest schedule. In a nutshell, we make the following
contributions:
• We present Algo-PB, the first link scheduler that gen-
erates the minimal personalized broadcast schedule for
arbitrary tree topologies constructed in an MTR WMN.
Algo-PB generates up to 45.5% shorter schedule lengths
as compared to using the algorithm in [3], and the dif-
ference between the schedule produced by our algorithm
and the theoretical lower bound is at most 34.5%.
• We present an Integer Linear Program (ILP) for the
forest construction problem. We also present a heuristic,
called Algo-FC, that generates a forest by repeatedly
migrating a node and all its descendants from the gate-
way with the highest load to another tree with a lower
load. Compared with the ILP, Algo-FC has lower com-
plexity and generates a near-optimal balanced forest.
Experimental results show that when using Algo-FC, the
gateway with the highest load has at most 9.1% higher
load as compared to the optimal solution generated
by ILP.
Note, a preliminary version of our work has appeared
in [17]. This paper extends the said prior work as
follows. First, it adopts a different interference model.
Specifically, we consider suppressing interference caused by
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a transmitter and also those from its neighbors by taking
advantage of the Degree of Freedom (DoFs) or antenna ele-
ments available on each node. Second, it presents the forest
construction problem, its solution, analysis and correspond-
ing results.
Next, in Section II, we present our network model and
formalize the personalized broadcast and forest construction
problem. Then, in Section III, we present the lower and
upper bound for any computed schedule. We present our
solutions for both problems in Section IV and V, respectively.
Section VI contains an extensive analysis of our solutions.
Results supporting both solutions are presented and discussed
in Section VII. Section VIII concludes the paper.
II. PRELIMINARIES
We represent an MTR-WMN as a graph G(V ,E) where
V denotes the set of static vertices/nodes/routers and
E denotes the set of directional links, i.e., link ev,u ∈ E
denotes a link from node v ∈ V to u ∈ V . Each node
v ∈ V has a transmission range Rt . We say the links
ev,u and eu,v exist if the distance between node v and u
are within Rt . We assume a node’s interference range Ri
is equal to its transmission range, i.e., Rt = Ri. In addi-
tion, we assume nodes have the channel state informa-
tion (CSI) of their neighbors. This is reasonable as mesh
routers are fixed and they can send out pilot symbols peri-
odically to obtain the required CSI [18]. Each node v ∈ V
has 1 radios/antennas or Degree of Freedoms (DoFs). The
number of antennas used by node v for transmissions, recep-
tions and to cancel interference caused by neighbors is




v , respectively. Note that the end
nodes of a link must dedicate an antenna whenever it trans-
mits or receives a packet. Let Iv be the set of neighbors of
a transmitter v that are receiving at least one packet from
their neighbor(s) except node v. Then node vmust cancel any
interference it causes to nodes in Iv. This paper adopts the
interference cancellation rule proposed in [19]. Specifically,
for each node u ∈ Iv, node v needs to use 1−u antennas
to cancel interference it causes to node u. We then have the
following interference cancellation constraint:
Constraint 1: A transmitting node v must cancel all inter-





u antennas for this purpose.
We also have the following constraint that bounds the
number of antennas used by a node:
Constraint 2: The total number of antenna elements that
a node uses for data transmission/reception and to cancel
interference from neighbors must not exceed the total number





The third constraint mandates that each node only trans-
mits or receives; so called no-tx-rx requirement. Formally,
Constraint 3: 1+v ×1
−
v = 0.
Let S ⊂ V be a set of nodes designated as gateways.
For a given node v ∈ V − S, let rv ≥ 0 be the number of
requests/packets to be received from one of the gateways.
We assume that in the resulting schedule, each non-gateway
node receives packets from only one gateway. Let T s be the
tree rooted at gateway s ∈ S and Vs ⊂ V be the set of
descendants of gateway s. Note that Vs contains only non-
gateway nodes. Formally, wsv = a×rv+b×dist(v, s) denotes
the weight of node v ∈ Vs. Here dist(v, s) is the distance
(in hops) between node v and its gateway s, while a and b
are coefficients that are set depending on the value of 1, see





theweight/load of gateway s.We assume time is slottedwhere
each slot corresponds to the transmission of one packet. Here,
the required synchronization can be achieved using a GPS
module.
We now formally define the personalized broadcast
problem and the forest construction problem.
Definition 1: For a given T s, the personalized broadcast
problem asks for a collision-free link schedule with the min-
imal makespan, called personalized broadcast schedule, that
allows gateway s to transfer rv ≥ 0 packets to each destination
node v ∈ Vs subject to constraints 1, 2 and 3.
Definition 2: For a given MTR-WMN G(V ,E) with |S|
gateways, the forest construction problem aims to build a for-
est containing |S| trees, i.e., a set of T s for each gateway s ∈ S,
such that the maximum makespan among all personalized
broadcast schedules in G is minimized.
We remark that the personalized broadcast problem is
NP-complete. The authors in [3] proved the NP-hardness of
the personalized broadcast problem by reduction from the
well-known Partition Problem. Specifically, the decision ver-
sion addressed in [3] is as follows: given a network G(V ,E),
integer weights rv ≥ 0, where v ∈ Vs, and an integer boundK ,
is there a routing tree in G and a multi-hop personalized
broadcast schedule that transmits rv packets from a gateway s
to each node v in a collision free manner and has a makespan
less than K? In their network model, only one transmission
is allowed at a node at a time; i.e., 1 = 1. In this paper, we
generalized this NP-complete problem by considering1 ≥ 1.
III. UPPER AND LOWER BOUND
In this section, we analyze the theoretical bounds of the
personalized broadcast schedule for a tree rooted at s,
i.e., T s, for s ∈ S.We first focus on the upper bound. Denote L
to be the number of levels or height of tree T s, and Dl to be
the total packets destined for nodes at level l of T s, where
1 ≤ l ≤ L. We assume gateways are at level zero. We then
have the following proposition.
Proposition 1: The schedule length for a tree T s is upper
bounded by (i) D1 slots, for L = 1, (ii) D1 + 2D2 slots,
for L = 2, or (iii) D1 + 2D2 +
∑L
l=3 l + 3(Dl − 1) slots,
for L ≥ 3.
Proof: The worst case is when all of the following
conditions apply: (a) gateway s transmits packets on a level-
by-level basis, i.e., gateway s first transmits all packets for
nodes at level L, followed by those for nodes at level L − 1,
and so forth, (b) each node can transmit only one packet at a
time, and (c) any transmitting node at level l ≥ 1 interferes
with all nodes at level l − 1, l and l + 1.
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We start with L = 1. Following (b), as the gateway s
transmits one packet in each slot, we will require D1 slots;
the proposition is thus true for L = 1. Next, consider L = 2.
For this case, as per (c), a transmitting node at level l = 1
interferes with all nodes at level 1 as well as nodes at level 2.
Thus, the first packet for nodes at level 2 arrives in slot 2,
the second packet arrives in slot 2 + 2 = 4, the third packet
arrives at level 2 in slot 2+ 2+ 2 = 6, and so forth. The last
packet arrives in slot 2D2. This means packets for nodes at
level l = 2 require 2D2 slots. As the gateway uses D1 slots to
deliver packets destined for nodes at level l = 1, part (ii) of
the proposition is thus true.
For case (iii) of the proposition, first consider L = 3.
The first packet from gateway s arrives at level l = 3 in
slot 3. In this case, as per (c), a transmitting node at level
l = 2 interferes with all nodes at level 1, 2 and 3. Thus,
the second packet to level l = 3 arrives in slot l + 3 = 6,
the third packet arriving in slot l + 6 = 9 and so forth.
Consequently, transferring D3 packets to level l = 3 requires
no more than 3D3 slots. In general, when a node at level l
is receiving a packet from a node at level l1, the next packet
destined to any node at level l can be arriving at a node at
level l3 without causing interference, and thus the packet
needs three additional slots to arrive at level l. Consequently,
for any level l ≥ 3, after the first packet that requires l
slots, each subsequent packet arrives at level l every three
slots. Thus, packet transmission to a node at level l ≥ 3
is upper bounded by l + 3(Dl1) slots. Lastly, as D2 and D1
require 2D2 andD1 slots, the schedule upper bound is at most
D1 + 2D2 +
∑L
l=3 l + 3(Dl − 1) slots. This proves case (iii)
of the proposition. 
Our next results concern the lower bound of the personal-
ized broadcast schedule. We use T si to denote a sub-tree of T
s
rooted at the i-th child of s. Further, let δ(v, s) be themakespan
of the schedule used to transmit rv packets from s to v.We then
have the following propositions. Note that the propositions
assume there is no neighboring interference among nodes
and thus constitute the best case scenario. The lower bound
in the presence of neighboring interference remains an open
question.
Proposition 2: The makespan lower bound to transmit








e slots, for dist(v, s) = 1.
Proof: First consider the case where dist(v, s) ≥ 2.
Observe that the first 1 packets from s reach v no faster than
dist(v, s) slots. For rv ≤ 1, we have d
(rv−1)
1
e = 0, and thus
the proposition is true for this case. However, for rv > 1,
we must consider the no-tx-rx constraint. Specifically, any
node in the path from s to v can only transmit or receive up
to 1 packets at a time. Thus, v receives the next 1 packets
no earlier than two slots after it receives the first 1 packets.
In general, in the best case, v can receive up to 1 of the
remaining rv − 1 packets every two slots. Thus, v receives




slots, giving a makespan of dist(v, s) + 2 × d (rv−1)
1
e slots.
For case (ii), since v is only one hop away from s, it receives
up to 1 packets every slot. Specifically, for rv ≤ 1, node v
receives its rv packets in dist(v, s) = 1 slot, while for rv > 1,




the proposition for case (ii). 
Let Li be the number of levels in sub-tree T si , and D
l
i be
the total number of packets to be transmitted to level l of
sub-tree T si . We define F
l
i to be the last slot in which a node
at level l of sub-tree T si receives its last packet. For example,
in network shown in Figure 2, suppose node G and H on
level 3 of subtree T sA receive their last packet at slot 4 and 5
respectively, thus F3A = 5.
FIGURE 2. Example topology.
Proposition 3: For any node v at level l in a T si and
Dli > 0, (i) F
l
i = l + 2 × d
Dli−1
1
















c, for l = 1.
Proof: For a node v at level l and the i-th child of gate-














slots, for l = 1. Node v will first relay the packets destined to






c slots. After that,
it starts receiving its first packet from the gateway. Each of the
relayed packets takes two slots because the gateway transmits
at an interval of two slots due to the no-tx-rx constraint. The
last busy slot, i.e., F li , for level l of sub-tree rooted at i is
thus the summation of the time required to relay descendants’
packets plus the time to receive all its packets. 
As a result of Proposition 2 and 3, if rv = 0, the number of
slots for node v to receive packets located at itself is 0. Also,
if Dli = 0, the number of slots needed to transfer packets to
level l of sub-tree T si is zero.
Proposition 4: The makespan of the personalized broad-
castschedule for a sub-tree T si is lower bounded by
Fi = MAX (F li ) for l ∈ 1, . . . ,Li.
Proof: According to Proposition 3, any node v at
level l of sub-tree T si has F
l
i . This implies that the last
busy slot of sub-tree T si cannot be earlier than MAX (F
l
i ), for
l ∈ 1, . . . ,Li. 
Proposition 5: The makespan of the personalized broad-
cast schedule for a tree T s with θ sub-trees is lower bounded




e), where Fmax = MAX (Fi) for
i ∈ [1, 2, . . . θ].
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Proof: Without lost of generality, the first sub-tree
of T s, i.e., T s1 , produces Fmax . According to Proposition 3,
the root of each sub-tree T si will first receive packets
located at its sub-tree and forward them onwards. This
means the gateway node s cannot serve the same sub-tree
for two continuous slots due to the no-tx-rx constraint.
Consequently, we can interleave the transmissions of two
sub-trees. For example, node s transmits to sub-tree T s1 in
slots 1, 3, 5, and so forth and transmits to sub-tree T s2 in
slot 2, 4, 6, . . . and so forth. In Proposition 4 we have
shown that Fi is the total number of slots needed to deliver
all packets to sub-tree T si . We now show the following
two facts.
• Case 1: F1 > F2 + F3 + . . . + Fθ . All other sub-trees
can be interleaved with the transmissions to T s1 . That is,
the transmissions to all sub-trees T s2 to T
s
θ will finish
earlier than F1, thus the total number of slots needed to
deliver all packets to nodes in T is lower bounded byF1,
i.e., Fmax .
• Case 2: F1 ≤ F2 + F3 + . . . + Fθ . In this case,
all other sub-trees cannot be fully interleaved with the
transmission to T s1 . Thus, we prove a loose lower bound
here, i.e., we consider only the number of slots needed
for the gateway to transmit all packets to the nodes











We note that the schedule makespan will not be shorter
than either Fmax or the number of slots needed for
the gateway to inject all packets into the network, and
thus we have the personalized broadcast lower bound





We now give a brief example and show how the theo-
retical lower bound is calculated. For the topology shown
in Figure 2, assume s is the gateway and each node has one
packet; rv = 1 for v ∈ Vs = {A,B,C,D,E,F,G,H}.
We denote the sub-tree rooted at node A, B and C as




3 , respectively. We also assume each node has
1 = 2 antennas.
We now focus on sub-tree T s1 . The total number of packets
destined at level 3 of sub-tree T s1 isD
3
1 = 2, and nodes located
at level 3 do not need to forward packets as there are no nodes
located beyond level 3. According to Proposition 3, we have
F31 = 3. Now consider level 2 of T
s
1 . Nodes at level 2 need to
forward packets to nodes located at level 3 first. For nodes
located at level 2, they need to forward packets located at
level 3 before receiving packets located at level 2. AsD31 = 2,














then calculate F21 = 4. Similarly, F
1
1 = 5. According to
Proposition 4, the lower bound for sub-tree T s1 is F1 = 5.
We apply the same procedure for sub-tree T s2 and T
s
3 and
we get F2 = 2 and F3 = 1. According to Proposition 5,
as Fmax = F1 > F2 + F3, the lower bound of tree T s is
Fmax = 5.
IV. PERSONALIZED BROADCAST SCHEDULING
We now propose a centralized link scheduling algorithm to
solve the aforementioned personalized broadcast problem.
Note, we do not consider a distributed solution because
information such as the topology and buffered packets are
located conveniently at the gateway. Our algorithm, called
Algo-PB, generates the schedule in a path-by-path manner.
Its key idea is to always schedule one packet to the farthest
node that has not received all its packets. It then labels each
link along the path from the gateway to that node using our
new version of the Conflict Free Coloring (CF-Coloring);
see [20]. Briefly, given a path p, our new coloring method,
Collision Free Link Upgrade Coloring (CFLU-Coloring),
assigns an increasing positive integer to each link along p
starting from the source node. Our novel CFLU-Coloring
considers both MTR as well as link upgrade. When CFLU-
Coloring colors node v’s adjacent links, each color, repre-
sented by a natural number, can be used at most 1 times.
The coloring result must follow constraints 1, 2 and 3.
Further, the number/color assigned to each link along path p
is strictly increasing to ensure the final schedule is conflict-
free. Specifically, for each path p, CFLU-Coloring generates
a tuple< (e1,2, c1), (e2,3, c2) . . . (ei,j, ci)>, where ei,j denotes
a link from node i to j and ci is the color/number assigned to
link ei,j. Links assigned color ci is scheduled in the ci-th slot,
thus the maximum number of colors used in CFLU-Coloring




1 Initialization: c = 1, Sched(p) = ∅;
2 for i← 1 to |p| − 1 do
3 while DoFCheck(p, i, c) do
4 c = c+ 1 ;
5 end
6 Sched(p) = Sched(p) ∪ (ep(i),p(i+1), c);
7 c = c+ 1;
8 end
We start by explaining the function CFLU-Coloring using
Algorithm 1. Its input is a path p, and it outputs the tuple
Sched(p). CFLU-Coloring keeps an integer c that denotes
the color CFLU-Coloring assigns to a link; see Line 1. Then
CFLU-Coloring colors each link along path p, starting with
the first link in p; see Line 2-8. Function DoFCheck() is
used to test whether assigning color c to link ep(i),p(i+1) sat-
isfies constraints 1 to 3. If color c can be assigned to link
ep(i),p(i+1), DoFCheck() returns zero, otherwise DoFCheck()
returns one; see Line 3-5. After assigning color c to link
ep(i),p(i+1), CFLU-Coloring updates Sched(p); see Line 6.
Line 7 of Algorithm 1 is used to ensure two consecutive links
are not assigned the same color.
We now describe Algo-PB in detail with the aid of the
pseudocode presented in Algorithm 2. To do this, we need
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Algorithm 2 Algo-PB
Input : Vs, ru for each u ∈ Vs
Output: Schedule F , Schedule Length tmax
// Sort nodes in Vs in decreasing hop
length order from s, and store them
in tuple V
1 Initialization: V = Sort(Vs),F = ∅;
// Label each path and its schedule
2 k = 1;
3 while V 6= ∅ do
4 v = V(1);
5 if rv = 0 then
6 V = V − v;
7 continue;
8 else
9 pk = path(s→ v);
10 Sched(pk ) = CFLUColor(pk );
11 rv = rv − 1;
12 F = F ∪ Sched(pk );
13 k = k + 1;
14 end
15 end
// Function makespan(F) will return the
maximum color number ci among all
(ei,j, ci) ∈ F
16 tmax = makespan(F);
17 return(makespan(F),F);
a few notations and definitions. Let V be a sequence of nodes
in decreasing distance order from gateway s. Let Sched(p)
be a tuple containing the output of CFLU-Coloring given
the input p. Denote P as a collection of paths, and F is
a set that records all the results from CFLU-Coloring; i.e.,
F = {Sched(p) | p ∈ P}. Let tmax be the maximum slot used
in CFLU-Coloring; i.e., the makespan of the personalized
broadcast schedule.
Algo-PB first sorts all nodes in V and stores them in V in
decreasing distance order from gateway s; see Line 1. Then
Algo-PB sets a counter k to label each path and its schedule;
see Line 2. Algo-PBworks in rounds. In each round, Algo-PB
picks the first node in V , say v, and checks whether rv = 0;
see Line 4 − 5. In our discussion, we will always use v to
denote the first node in V in each round. If rv = 0, Algo-PB
removes v fromV andmoves to the next round; see Line 5−7.
If rv 6= 0, Algo-PB schedules one packet from the gate-
way to node v along the path pk using CFLU-Coloring;
see Line 9 − 10. Then Algo-PB reduces rv by one as it
has scheduled one packet to v; see Line 11. The scheduling
result is a tuple Sched(pk ) and Algo-PB adds the result to F .
After increasing k by one, Algo-PB moves to the next round;
see Line 12 − 13. When V = ∅, meaning all packets are
scheduled, the set F contains all links and their scheduled
slots. Lastly, Algo-PB computes tmax and returns the resulting
tmax and F ; see Line 16 and 17 respectively.
FIGURE 3. Example topology.
We show how Algo-PB works using the tree shown in
Figure 3, where s is the gateway and each node has 1 = 2
antennas. We have the node set V = {A,B,C}. Suppose
rA = rB = 1 and rC = 2. Solid lines denote links in the
network and dotted lines indicate interferences. Algo-PB first
calculates the distance from the gateway s to each node and
sorts nodes in V in decreasing hop length order. We then have
V = < C,A,B >, see Line 1. We show all four rounds of
Algo-PB in Figure 3. Each arrow denotes the path picked in
that round. Initially, the counter k is set to 1; see Line 2. In the
first round, C is the first node in V; thus v = C . As rC = 2,
Algo-PB then schedules a packet to C ; see Line 8− 14. The
path from the gateway s to node C is p1 = s→ A→ C ; see
Line 9. Algo-PB then schedules p1 using CFLU-Coloring.
As p1 is the first path to be scheduled, i.e., no color is used yet,
the smallest positive available number is 1. Algo-PB colors
link es,A as 1 and link eA,C as 2; see Line 10. The result
of CFLU-Coloring is Sched(p1) = < (es,A, 1), (eA,C , 2) >.
Given that Algo-PB has scheduled one packet to C , it
reduces rC by one; see Line 11. It then adds Sched(p1) into F
and increases k by one; see Line 12−13. In the second round,
C is still the first node in V and rC = 1; thus Algo-PB
schedules a packet to C along path p2 = s → A → C .
Assigning color 1 to link es,A and color 2 to link eA,C satisfies
constraints 1 to 3. Thus, the result of CFLU-Coloring on p2
is Sched(p2) = < (es,A, 1), (eA,C , 2) >. Path p3 = s → A
is to be scheduled in the third round. Assigning color 1 to
link es,A does not satisfy constraint 2. This is because two
of ss links are assigned color 1. Further, color 2 cannot be
assigned to link es,A because node A cannot transmit and
receive simultaneously according to constraint 2. Thus, the
result of CFLU-Coloring is Sched(p3)=< (es,A, 3)>. Lastly,
Algo-PB schedules a packet to node B along p4 = s → B.
Color 1 cannot be assigned to link es,B because it does not sat-
isfy constraint 2. Further, Color 2 cannot be assigned to link
es,B either. This is because nodeB is interfered by transmitting
node A and node A does not have enough antennas to cancel
the interference it caused to node B. The result of CFLU-
Coloring on p4 is Sched(p4)=< (es,B, 3)>. After scheduling
all packets, Algo-PB sets tmax = makespan(F) = 3 as the
schedule length, see Line 16, and returns it together with
F = < (es,A, 1), (eA,C , 2), (es,A, 1), (eA,C , 2), (es,A, 3),
(es,B, 3) > in Line 17. Table 1 shows the resulting link
schedule for the topology in Figure 3.
The gateway is responsible for informing nodes the latest
schedule. This can be achieved by piggybacking the schedule
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TABLE 1. Link schedule for Figure 3.
in downstream packets. Also included is the start time of the
schedule in which these slots take effect. Note, if there are
no downlink packets, then a dummy packet can be created
before the schedule is computed. The schedule generated by
Algo-PB will thus include any dummy packets. We note that
Algo-PB will be used in conjunction with a protocol that
schedules packets in batches. This means any new packets
that arrive when a schedule is in effect will not be transmitted
in the current schedule; i.e., they will be scheduled in the
next batch using a newly derived schedule. Note that the
evaluation of such a protocol is out-of-scope because its goal
is to determine the optimal batch size that ensures queues
are stable, i.e., they do not grow to infinity or ensure packets
arrive before their expiration time. It is important to note that
at its core, the said protocol needs our algorithm to derive
a minimal makespan. We leave the evaluation of the said
protocol as a future work.
V. FOREST CONSTRUCTION
Algo-PB assumes a tree or routing information is available.
We now show how this can be constructed for WMNs with
multiple gateways. Proposition 2 indicates the data transfer
time will decrease if a node chooses to receive packets from a
nearby gateway. Proposition 4 and 5 show that it is important
to minimize the number of packets as well as hop count to
the gateway. That is, the length of the personalized broadcast
schedule will decrease if the total number of packets of the
tree who has the most packets in the forest is minimized.
Further, for a small 1, say one, gateway node is able to send
only one packet every two slots. Thus, the number of packets
to be delivered dictates the makespan of the personalized
broadcast schedule. However, for a large 1 value, i.e., each
node has sufficient antennas to transmit all its packets to its
descendants as well as cancel interference caused by neigh-
bors, the personalized broadcast time is equal to the number
of hops. Recall that the weight of a node v with gateway s
is defined as wsv = a × rv + b × dist(v, s), where dist(v, s)
is the distance (in number of hops) between node v and the
gateway s and rv is the number of packets destined for node v.
According to Proposition 3, when1 is large, the personalized
broadcast makespan is determined by the number of levels
of the tree. Moreover, when 1 is small, the personalized
broadcast makespan is affected by the number of packets
buffered at each node. To this end, for a large 1, a is set to a
small value while b needs to be large. For a small 1, a needs
to be large and b is set to a small value. To simplify, we set
a = 1 and b = 1 in the following sections. Lastly, recall that
given the descendants of gateway s, i.e., Vs, the weight/load






We will use the binary decision variable X sv to indicate
whether node v is a descendant of gateway s. Consequently,
there are |S| decision variables associated with each node v,
i.e., X sv , where s = 1 . . . |S|. Moreover, as noted before, we
assume that each node can only receive packets from one
gateway. Thus, each node can only belong to one gateway.
Let Psv be the shortest path from gateway s to node v, and is
represented as a set of links {e(s,i), e(i,j), . . . , e(m,v)}, where for
each link e(i, j), the endpoint or node i is the parent of node j.
Note, we exclude the link from gateway s to its children; e.g.,
link (s, i), in our ILP formulation, because the gateways are




v. Thus, the total






v . The ILP for the
problem at hand is as follows,
MIN MAX{Ws|s ∈ S} (1)
Subject to:∑
v∈Vs
X sv = 1, ∀s ∈ S (2)
X sa ≥ X
s
b, ∀ea,b ∈ Ls, ∀s ∈ S (3)
X sv ∈ {0, 1}, ∀v ∈ V − S, ∀s ∈ S (4)
Constraint (2) ensures each node is connected to only one
gateway. Inequality (3) means if a node b is a descendant of
gateway s, its parent node amust be a descendant of the same
gateway s. Constraint (4) restricts all decision variables to be
binary.
In the ILP given above, each node v ∈ V − S chooses one
of the |S| gateways to receive packets, thus there is |V −S||S|
decision variables in total. This means the number of decision
variables will increase with the network size. According to
Equ. (2), the number of constraints is equal to the number
of non-gateway nodes |V − S|. The number of constraints
acquired from Equ. (3) is dependent on the ‘shape’ of the
network. In the worst case, i.e., each gateway only has one
neighbor. Thus, in this case, each gateway s ∈ S, incurs
|V − S| − 1 constraints. In total, there are |S|(|V − S| − 1)
constraints. According to Equ. (4), there are |V − S||S|
additional constraints. So in total, the number of constraints
are (2|S| + 1)|V − S| − |S|. Thus, when the network size
is large, it is computationally intractable. In the next section,
we propose a greedy heuristic algorithm, called Algo-FC, to
construct a routing forest.
B. ALGO-FC
Our heuristic solution is based on the well-known Breadth-
First Search (BFS) algorithm. Given a network G and |S|
gateways, Algo-FC first creates a tree rooted at a virtual
node v′ where nodes in S are the virtual node’s children.
Then Algo-FC creates |S| sub-trees, each rooted at one gate-
way s ∈ S by performing a BFS of the tree rooted at v′.
After removing the virtual node v′, we have |S| trees rooted
at each gateway. Algo-FC then balances the weight of each
gateway starting with the heaviest tree. For the heaviest tree,
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say T k , Algo-FC checks nodes level by level, starting from
the top, to determine whether a node can be migrated to a
different tree.
Node migration is required to balance the load between
different gateways. Algo-FC migrates a node v and all its
descendants from tree T k to another tree Tm if a) node v
has one neighbor that is associated to Tm, and b) the load
of gateway m, Wm, plus the weight of node v and all its
descendants is less than Wk before migrating nodes. Here
Tm is selected from the tree with lowest weight among all
trees. Algo-FC migrates node v from T k to Tm by removing
the link between v and its parent on T k and connects node v
to another parent node that belongs to Tm. Note that node v
relays packets for all its descendants. This means when
node v is migrated to Tm, all its descendants receive packets
from Tm.
We now describe how our proposed heuristic forest con-
struction algorithm, Algo-FC, works in detail with the aid
of Algorithm 3. Algo-FC first creates a BFS tree rooted
at the virtual node v′, where gateway nodes in S are the
first level nodes of the BFS tree. After performing BFS and
removing the virtual node, we have |S| trees, each rooted at
one gateway; see Line 1. Algo-FC then calculates the load
of the gateway for each tree by summing up its descendants’
weight; see Line 2 − 4. Algo-FC works in rounds and uses
a counter c to record the current tree in which Algo-FC is
trying to balance. Initially, c is equal to one, which means
Algo-FC starts at the heaviest tree; see Line 5. In each round,
Algo-FC picks the c-th heaviest tree, denoted as T k , and
checks whether there is a node on T k that can be migrated
to another tree Tm. Algo-FC uses two variables, namely NF
and flag, to indicate whether the current round is finished
and whether Algo-FC successfully migrates a node in the
current round, respectively; see Line 7 − 8. In each round,
Algo-FC checks nodes level-by-level (starting at the root’s
children). Algo-FC migrates a node v from T k to Tm, if after
this migration, the Wm is less than the Wk ; see Line 9− 23.
Note, in each round, Algo-FC migrates at most one node.
If Algo-FC successfully migrates a node in the current round,
c is set to 1, otherwise the counter increases by one; see
Line 23− 28. Algo-FC stops when no node can be migrated.
To aid our exposition, we now use Figure 4 to provide a
concrete example of Algo-FC. Figure 4(a) shows a network
with three gateways s1, s2 and s3. Assume each node has
rv = 1. The first step is to create a virtual node v′ and perform
BFS; see Line 1. This results in three trees, rooted at s1, s2
and s3 respectively; see Figure 4(b). We use T 1, T 2 and T 3
to represent the tree rooted at s1, s2 and s3 respectively.
Algo-FC then calculates the weight of each tree, thus we have
W1 = 11,W2 = 8 andW3 = 2; see Line 2− 4. Initially c is
set to one, meaning Algo-FC starts at the heaviest tree, in this
example, T 1; see Line 5. In the first round, Algo-FC checks
whether a node on T 1 can be migrated. Starting from the
first level, i.e., s1’s children, Algo-FC ignores node A. This
is because migrating A means we have W2 = 19, which is
greater thanW1 = 11 before migration. For the same reason,
Algorithm 3 Algo-FC
Input : G, S, V , rv for each v ∈ V − S
Output: Routing trees T s for each s ∈ S
// Create a BFS tree from G rooted at
a virtual node v′ where nodes in S
are the first level nodes
1 Initialization: {T 1,T 2 . . . T |S|} = BFS(G, S, v′);







5 c = 1;
6 while c ≤ |S| − 1 do
// Balance the weight between
different trees
7 NF = 1;
8 flag = 1;
9 while NF = 1 do
10 NF = 0;
11 k = cth heaviest tree;
// Lk denotes the number of
levels of the tree rooted
at k
12 for i = 1 to Lk do
// Uv denotes the descendants
of v, Ni the set of nodes
at level i, and Tm is
another tree that has a
descendant as v’s neighbor
13 for each v ∈ Ni do





// Migrate node u from
T k to Tm
15 Migrate(v,T k ,Tm);
16 Update(T k ,Tm);
17 NF = 1;






24 if flag = 0 then
25 c = 1;
26 else
27 c = c+ 1;
28 end
29 end
Algo-FC will not migrate node F . In addition, node D and E
do not have neighboring nodes associated to either tree
T 2 or T 3, and thus they cannot be migrated; see Line 9− 23.
We see that in this round, Algo-FC did not migrate any node.
It thus increases c by one, see Line 24−28, meaning Algo-FC
will check nodes on the second heaviest tree rooted
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FIGURE 4. Example topology. (a) Example network. (b) After BFS.
(c) Node migration. (d) Balanced forest.
at s2 in round two. During round two, Algo-FC first checks
s2’s children. Algo-FC does not migrate node B because
doing so means we will have W3 = 10, which is larger than
W2 before migration. However, if Algo-FC migrates node G
to tree T 3, we haveW3 = 5, which is less thanW2 = 8. Thus,
Algo-FC migrates node G to tree rooted at s3 and the current
round finishes; see Line 9− 23 and Figure 4(c). As Algo-FC
successfully migrated one node in round two, the counter is
reset to one; see Line 24−28. In round three, we have c = 1,
W1 = 11, W2 = 5 and W3 = 5. Algo-FC checks whether
nodes on the heaviest tree T 1 can be migrated. During round
three, Algo-FC migrates node F to T 2. Again as Algo-FC
successfully migrates a node in round three, counter is reset
to 1. In the following rounds, no more nodes can be migrated,
thus the forest construction result of Algo-FC is shown on
Figure 4(d).
VI. ANALYSIS
In this section, we discuss several properties of Algo-
PB and Algo-FC. We also analyze their computational
complexity.
Proposition 6: Te computational complexity of Algo-PB
on a tree T s rooted at s is O(|V − {s}|(log |V − {s}| + 1) +∑
v∈V−s rv).
Proof: Referring to Algorithm 2, the time complexity of
line 1 is O(|V −{s}| log |V −{s}|). According to lines 3−15,
during each iteration, Algo-PB either schedules one packet,
see line 9 − 13, or removes a node whose rv = 0, see
line 5 − 7. In total, there are
∑
v∈Vs rv packets scheduled,
which requires
∑
v∈Vs rv iterations. In addition, Algo-PB
removes |Vs| nodes with rv = 0. This incurs |Vs| iterations.
According to line 5−7, removing |Vs| nodes has a complexity
of O(|Vs|). We remark that CFLU-Color has a time complex-
ity of O(|E|). In line 9 − 13, scheduling
∑
v∈Vs rv packets
has a complexity of O(
∑
v∈Vs rv × |E|). Thus, in total, the
computational complexity of Algo-PB isO(|V−{s}|(log |V−
{s}| + 1)+
∑
v∈V−s rv × |E|). 
A key computation performed by Algo-FC is balancing
trees. This involves a non-negligible number of migrations.
We have the following propositions.
Proposition 7: The BFS in Step 1 of Algo-FC sets each
non-gateway node u to at least one tree T s, for any gateway
s ∈ S.
Proof: Step 1 of Algo-FC runs BFS from a virtual
gateway v′ which is the parent of all gateway nodes in S.
The BFS will first connect v′ to all of its one-hop neighbors,
i.e., all gateway nodes in S. Since we consider only connected
networks, BFS will visit each non-gateway node v and thus
each node v must be a descendant of v′. In addition, each v
must be a descendant of at least one gateway node s ∈ S to
be reachable from v′, proving the proposition. 
Proposition 8: For an MTR-WMN that contains |V | nodes
and |S| gateways, Algo-FC requires at most 1× b |V |−|S|
|S| c +
2 × b |V |−|S|
|S| c + 3 × b
|V |−|S|






|S| c migrations to get a balanced forest.
Proof: To prove the above proposition, we start from
the case with |S| = 2 gateways, say gateway 1 and 2. From
Proposition 7, in the worst case, BFS sets all |V | − 2 non-
gateway nodes to only one tree, say T 1, and T 2 contains only
gateway 2. For this case, Algo-FC needs to migrate b |V |−22 c
nodes from T 1 to T 2 to balance the forest. Further, in the
worst case, each migration moves only one node, i.e., migrat-
ing a leaf node, and thus it requires b |V |−22 cmigrations to get
a balanced forest, showing that the proposition is correct is
correct for |S| = 2.
Next, consider the case with |S| = 3 gateways, say gateway
1, 2 and 3. In the worst case, BFS sets all non-gateway nodes
to only one tree, e.g., T 1, and Algo-FC needs to migrate
2 × b |V |−33 c nodes from T
1 to T 2 and T 3. We note that
migrating b |V |−33 c nodes from T
1 to another tree, say T 2,
requires at most b |V |−33 c migrations. However, in the worst
case, Algo-FC may need to migrate up to b |V |−33 c nodes to
T 2 before migrating them to T 3. Thus, migrating the nodes
from T 1 to T 3 may require up to 2 × b |V |−33 c migrations.
Therefore, in total, Algo-FC requires b |V |−33 c+2×b
|V |−3
3 c =
3× b |V |−33 c migrations to get a balanced forest, and thus the
proposition is correct for |S| = 3.
Finally, consider the general case with |S| gateways, say
1, 2, . . . s. In the worst case, all non-gateway nodes connect to
one tree, e.g., T 1 after the BFS. However, to get a balanced
forest, Algo-FC needs to migrate b |V |−|S|
|S| c nodes from T
1
to each tree. Algo-FC may need to migrate up to b |V |−|S|
|S| c
nodes to tree T i−1 in the worst case before migrating them













|S| c node migrations to generate
a balanced forest for an MTR-WMN with |V | nodes and
|S| gateways. 
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As Proposition 8 bounds the number of migrations carried
out by Algo-FC, we thus have the following corollary,
Corollary 1: Algo-FC is guaranteed to stop no later than
the node migration upper bound.
VII. EVALUATION
In this section, we evaluate the performance of Algo-PB
and Algo-FC in Matlab with the Matgraph [21] toolkit.
Our results are an average of 50 simulation runs. For each
simulation run, we use a different topology. We plot the
confidence interval of 50 simulation runs, where 95% of the
results are within the indicated error bar. Next, we describe
our evaluation of Algo-PB before focusing on Algo-FC
in Section VII-B.
A. ALGO-PB
We assume all nodes are static and randomly placed on a
100m × 100m square area. If two nodes are placed within
the transmission range of each other, which is 25m, they are
considered to be neighbors. The gateway node is placed at
the center of the square area. We compare the personalized
broadcast schedule length generated by Algo-PB with the
theoretical upper and lower bound listed in Section III as well
as the link scheduler proposed in [3]. To ensure a fair com-
parison, we have modified Bermond et al.’s algorithm [3],
which we refer to as ScheTree, to include MTR capability,
which means in each time slot, a node v is now able to
transmit up to 1 packets. We generate the routing tree by
performing a BFS at the gateway. We record the schedule
length of all algorithms and compute the theoretical upper
and lower bound of each topology.
1) NODE DEMAND
To study the impact of different node demand, i.e., rv for
each node v, we fix the network size to 30 and each node
has 1 = 3. We conduct six group of experiments by varying
the demand of each node from one to six. Note, we assume all
nodes have the same demand in each simulation group, i.e.,
in the first group, the weight of each node is one.
From Figure 5, the difference between Algo-PB and the
theoretical lower bound is within 34.5%. Our algorithm
FIGURE 5. Schedule length under different node demand.
FIGURE 6. Schedule lengths under different node densities.
outperforms ScheTree by generating superframe lengths that
is up to 33.3% shorter. This is because Algo-PB always
preferentially schedules packets to the node farthest from the
gateway and does not switch to another node until a node
is fully serviced. Thus, our algorithm makes the best use
of the link-upgrade capability of nodes to produce shorter
schedules.
2) NODE DENSITY
We assume each node v has three antennas and has rv = 4.
We run 9 groups of experiments by varying the network size
from 30 to 70, with a step size of 5. Figure 6 shows the
FIGURE 7. Schedule length versus 1u.
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FIGURE 8. Performance under different network sizes.
resulting schedule length. Simulation results show that the
schedule length increases with network size. Algo-PB outper-
forms ScheTree by producing up to 44.6% shorter schedule.
The difference between Algo-PB and the theoretical lower
bound is at most 20.9%.
3) NUMBER OF ANTENNAS
We fix the network size to 30 nodes and vary the number
of antennas. Figure 7(a) shows the schedule length when
the weight of each node is three. On the other hand, in
Figure 7(b), the weight of each node is randomly chosen from
the range [0, 5]. When the number of antennas increases, the
generated schedule length decreases. This is because nodes
are able to receive/forward more packets in each slot with
increasing number of antennas. Compared with ScheTree,
Algo-PB generates at most 45.5% shorter schedule lengths
when all nodes have a weight of three, and 44.2% shorter
schedule lengths when each node has a random weight. The
difference between Algo-PB and the theoretical lower bound
is at most 26.5%.
B. FOREST CONSTRUCTION
We now turn our attention to Algo-FC. We assume all nodes
are stationary and randomly connected. For each node, the
number of requests, i.e., rv, is randomly chosen from the
range [0, 5]. There are three sets of evaluation. First, we
vary the number of nodes from 10 to 70. We fix the number
FIGURE 9. Performance under different node densities.
of gateways to four and node degree to four. Second, we
conducted experiments with 35 nodes and four gateways.
We vary the degree of each node from three to six. Third,
we fix the network size to 35, node degree to four and vary
the number of gateways from two to five.
We compare Algo-FC and ILP with two other solutions,
breadth-first searching (BFS) and weight focus rout-
ing (WFR). Briefly, BFS and WFR work as follows:
• BFS. First we create a virtual node and connect it to all
gateways. Then we perform a BFS from the virtual node.
Finally, we remove the virtual node. This process results
in multiple trees where each node is associated with the
nearest gateway.
• WFR. It repeatedly picks the node v with the largest rv
that is not connected to any tree. It then finds a path p
from node v to the nearest gateway s. WFR connects all
nodes along path p to gateway s. Note that if a node n
on path p is already connected to another tree rooted at
gateway k ,WFR connects nodes from v to n to gateway k
and ignores other nodes.
In each experiment, we compute the following metrics:
• Maximum gateway load. This is the load of the heaviest
gateway. It is calculated by summing the weight of all
nodes served by a gateway.
• Computation time. This is the time consumed to generate
the forest, measured in seconds. Matlabs optimization
toolbox is used to solve the ILP.
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FIGURE 10. Performance under different number of gateways.
1) NETWORK SIZE
We vary the network size from 10 to 70 while fixing the
number of gateways to four and node degree to four. Results
in Figure 8 show that with increasing network size, the load
of the heaviest gateway increases and the computation time
increases. Algo-FC, outperforms BFS and WFR by at least
60.6% and 62.2%, respectively. This is because BFS only
considers the shortest path and WFR only focuses on the
heaviest nodes. Also, BFS and WFR do not consider the
load of gateways. Compared to the ILP, Algo-FC results in
the heaviest gateway having at most 8.6% higher load than
the ILP. In terms of computation time, BFS has the best
performance. As shown in Figure 8(b), when the network
size increases, the computation time for ILP increases expo-
nentially as expected. When the network size is 70, it takes
570.1 seconds on average for the ILP solver to get the optimal
solution. However, Algo-FC only requires 1.34 seconds to
get the solution when the network size is 70. Algo-FC bal-
ances the load between gateways, unlike BFS and WFR, and
thus the computation time for Algo-FC is higher than BFS.
2) NODE DENSITY
Increasing node density results in a higher node degree. Thus,
in this group of experiments, we fix the network size to 35
and use four gateways. Figure 9(a) shows that higher node
densities tend to decrease the load of the heaviest gateway.
Compared to ILP, Algo-FC results in the heaviest gateway
having at most 9.1% higher load. Algo-FC outperforms BFS
and WFR by at least 43.1% and 43.7%, respectively as BFS
and WFR do not seek a balanced forest. In terms of compu-
tation time, Figure 9(b) shows that ILP requires the longest
time as expected. When each node has six neighbors, ILP
takes 58.8 seconds. The computation time increases expo-
nentially with node degree. This is because a higher node
degree leads to the ILP having an exponential increase in the
number of decision variables. However, Algo-FC only needs
0.36 second under the same condition.
3) NUMBER OF GATEWAYS
Finally, we test the performance of the four approaches under
different number of gateways. Figure 10(a) indicates that
the load of the heaviest gateway decreases with increasing
number of gateways. This is because adding more gateway
nodes results in more sources that are transmitting packets.
Algo-FC generates at most 6.7% higher load at the heaviest
gateway as compared to ILP and outperforms BFS and WFR
by 60.1% and 44.4% respectively. From Figure 10(b), on
average, Algo-FC runs in 0.48 seconds when there are five
gateways versus 14.6 seconds for ILP.
VIII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have addressed the personalized broad-
cast problem and the forest construction problem. We derive
bounds for the personalized broadcast schedule in tree-based
MTR-WMNs and propose a novel link-scheduling algorithm
called Algo-PB to generate a personalized broadcast sched-
ule with minimal makespan. We also formulate the forest
construction problem using an ILP and propose a heuris-
tic algorithm called Algo-FC to generate the routing forest.
Through comprehensive experiments we show that Algo-PB
outperforms current algorithms and is within 34.5% of the
theoretical lower bound. Also, compared to the optimal solu-
tion generated by the ILP, the schedule makespan produced
by Algo-FC is at most 9.1% longer. As a future work, we plan
to investigate the personalized broadcast problem together
with the data collection problem [1] in full-duplex wireless
networks.
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